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Abstract

In 1955, Berger [Ber] gave a list of irreducible rednctivc representations which can
oceur as the holonomy of a torsion-free affine eonneetion. This list was st,ated to be
complete up to possibly a finite number of missing entries.

In this paper, we show that tohere is, in fact, an infinit.e family of representations
whieh are missing from this list, thereby showing the incompleteness of Berger's clas
sification. Moreover, we develop a method to construct torsion-free connections with
prescribed holonomy, and use it to give a completc description of thc torsion-free
affine connections with these new holonomies. We also deduce some striking facts
aboilt their global behaviour.

1 Introduction

An affine connection is one of thc basic objects of intercst in differential geometry. It pro
vides a simple anel invariant way of transferring information from one point of a connected
manifold M to another and, not surprisingly, enjoys lots of applications in many branches
of mathematics, physics and mechanics. Among the most informative characteristics of
an affine connection is its (restricted) holonomy group which is defined , up ta conjugacYl
aB thc subgroup of GI(TtM) consisting of all automorphisms of the tangent space TtM at
t E M induced by parallel translations along t-based loops in M.

Which reductive Lie grollps G can be irreducibly acting holonomies of affine connec
tions?

By a result of Hano anel Ozeki [HOL any (closed) Lie group representation G t; GI(V)
can be realized in this way. The same question, if posed in the subclass of lorsion
free affine connections} has a very different answer. Long ago, Berger [Ber] presented a
very restricted list of possible holonomics of a torsion-free affine conncction which, as he
claimed , is complete up to a finite number of missing terms. His list is separated into
two parts. The first part corresponds to the holonomies of metric connections, the second
part to the non-metric ones. While Berger gave detailcd arguments for the proof of the
metric part} the proof of the second part was omitted.

·Supported in part by NSF Grant DMS 9301060
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The list of metric connections has been studied extensively in the intervening ycars.
In fact, it is by now well-known which entries of this list actuaIly da occur as holonomies
of torsion-free connections, and how the holonomy felates to both the geometry and the
topology of the underlying manifold. See [A], [8r1], [Br2], [J], [Si], as weIl as thc surveys
in [Sa] and [Bes].

Despite the lack of proof, the second part of Berger's holonomy list seems to have been
generally accepted as correct. Even when 8ryant found examples of holonomies which
are not on Berger's list [Br3], he called them exotic holonamies, suggesting that such
holonomies should exist in very special dimensions only, a.nd therefore should be thonght
of as analogons to the exceptional holonomies in the metric case. Fnrther examples of
exotic holonomies were found in [eS].

However, it is the subject of the present article to prove that, even up to finitely many
missing terms, Berger's list is still incom plete. This is done by proving thc existence of
an infinite family of irreducible representations which are not on this list, yet do occur as

holonomy of torsion-free connections. These representations are:

SI(2, qSO(n, CL
SI(2, IR)SO(p, q),
SI(2 , IR)SO(2, R),

acting on R Bn ~ (;2 ® cn I where n :2: 3,
acting on R2(p+q) ~ ]R2 0 IRp+q, where]J +q :2: 3,

acting on R 4 ~ R 2 ® R 2
.

(1)

Theorem 1.1 All representations in (1) occur as holonomies 0/ torsion-/ree connections
which are not locally symmetrie.

These candidates were first discovered by twistor theoretical methods which shall be
described in section 2. In fact, the formal existence of holomorphic torsion-frec connec
tions whose holonomy is listcd in the first family of (1) can be shown, in principle, by
deformation theory only.

We shall, however, present a different, technically simple method to prove their ex
istence in section 3. This new approach will allow lIS to treat all representations in (1)
simultaneously, and to assert some global geometric properties and rigidity of connections
with these holonomies which seem hard to achieve otherwise. In fact, we shall classify all
connections with thc above holonomies by showing that they all arise from this construc
tion. This implies, for example, thc following:

Theorem 1.2 Let G ~ GI(V) be one 0/ the J'epresentations zn (1) other than
SI(2,IR)SO(2, R). Then the /ollowing hold.

(1) Any torsion-free connection whose holonomy is contained in G is analytic.

(2) The moduli space 0/ torsion-/ree connections tvhose holonomy is cantained in G is
finite dimensional. In particular, the 2nd derivative 0/ the curvature at a single
point completely determines the connection.

(3) If n == 0,1 mod 4 then any torsion-free connection whose holonomy is cantained in G
admits a non-trivial infinitesimal symmetry, i.c. a vector field whose fiow preserves
the connection.
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(4) I/G t= 81(2, IR)80(n, R), then a torsion-/ree connection whose holonomy is contained
in G is geodesically ineomplete, unless the connection is loeally symmetrie. I/ the
latter is the cas€, then the holonomy is a proper subgroup 0/ G.

The final step towards the proof Theorem 1.1 was accomplished when the second and
third author met at the conference G'eometry and Physics in Aarhus, Denmark. We are
grateful to the organizers of this conference for inviting us; the third author wishes to
thank Professor Fricdrich Hirzebruch for providing financial support for his participation
in that conference.

2 Connections and Legendre moduli spaces

Let G ~ Gl(V) be an effective irreducible representation of a complex connected reductive
Lie group G on the finite dimensional complex vector space V. Without further comment,
we shall always regard G as a Lie group with a fixed representation on V. Clearly, G also
acts on V· via the dual representation. Let .:Y be the G-orbit of a highest weight vector
in V*. Then the quotient .."( := Je /e: is a generalized Rag val'iety which is canonically
embedded into IF(V*). In fact, ....<= GII / P, where GII is the semi-simple part of G, and
where P is the parabolic subgroup of G!I leaving the highest weight vector invariant up
to a scalar. Let Lx be the restriction of the hyperplane bunclle 0(1) on IF(V*) to the
su bmanifold ....( y. P(V*). Then V ~ H°(..'<, Lx), and the Lie algebra g of G is contained
in the Lie algebra

HO ( .."(, Lx 0 ()1 Lx) *) ~ J/O
( ..",<, T ..Y) ffi C.

Thereforc, to the representation G ~ Gl(V), we canonically associate a pair (X, Lx),
consisting of a generalized f)ag variety X~ and an ample line buodlc Lx on ..Y. lviost of
the relevant information about G can be restored from (.-Y, Lx). The very few cases whcn
important information gets lost by the transition from (.-Y, Lx) back to G ~ Gl(V) are
Iisted in [St].

A crucial step in dcciding whether G can occur as the holonomy of a torsion-frce affine
connection is the computation of the formal curvature space ]((g), which is defined as the
kernel of the composition

Namely, it follows from the Ambrose-Singer FIolonomy Theorem [AS] that if there is a
proper su balgebra g' C g such that I( (g) ~ A2V* 0 g' C A2V'" 0 g, then G cannat be
holonomy of a torsion-frec connection. This condition is called Berger 's first c7'iterion,
and was used for the original classification in [Ber).

lt is desirable to interpret l\" (g) in terms of the associated pair (..Y, Lx), because one
will then be able to make use of the powerful tools of complex analysis (such as, say,
the vanishing theorems) to attack the Berger classification problem. The twistor theory
developped in [M] does indced provide us with stich an interpretation. We shall briefly
describe this twistor construction, and use it to calculate J( (g) for the representations in
(1) explicitly. For details and more general statements, we refer to [M].
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Let Y be a complex (2n + l)-dimcnsional manifold. A complex conlacl structure on
Y is a rank 2n holomorphic subbundle D ~ TY of thc holomorphic tangent bundlc to Y
such that the Frobenius form

<P : D X D -----t TY/ D

(v, w) l-------t [v ,w] mod D

is non-degenerate. Define the contact line bundle L by thc exact scquence

o ----t D -----t TY ~ L -----t O.

One can easily verify that the maximal non-degeneracy of the distribution D is equivalent
to the fact that the above defined "twisted" I-form B E HO(y, L 0 nI M) satisfies the
condition

A complex n-dimensional submanifold X of thc complcx contact manifold Y is called
a Legendre submanifold if T ..:'( ~ D.

Suppose ..-Y y Y is a compact complex Legendre submanifold of a complex contact
manifold (Y,L), and denote the restriction Llx by Lx. If HI(X~,Lx) = 0, then there
exists a complete family {Xl y Y I l E M} of compact complcx Legcndrc submanifolds
which is obtained from )( by all possible holomorphic Legendre deformations of ..-Y inside
Y. The parameter space M is an hO(X, Lx )-dimensional complex manifold J called the
Legendre modllli sPQce. Moreover, if two more cohomology groups vanish, namely if

(2)

then the Legendre moduli space M comes equipped not only with an induced complex
manifold structure, hut also with a uniquely induced holomorphic torsion-frce affine con
nection whose curvature tensor is a field on M with values in the cohomology group

H 1 ("-Y I Lx ® 53 (J I Lxr). In fact, any holomorphic torsion-free affine connection with

reductive irreducibly acting holonomy group is an induced connection on an appropriate
Legendre moduli space [M].

This suggests the following strategy to look for ncw exotic holonomies: find a pair
(XI Lx) consisting of a generalized flag variety ..'( = G/ P and an ample line bundle

Lx --t ..Ysuch that the cohomology groups in (2) vanish, while III (..-Y, Lx ® 53 (J I Lxr)
is non-zero. Then the twistor theory guarantees that there is a natural injection

(3)

where fl := HO (X, Lx 0 (J I Lxr) and F := HOU<, Lx), whose image equals K(fl). In

particular, !{(fl) ~ H I
( ..Y, Lx 053 (JI Lxr) as a fl-vector space. We let I(o(fl) ~ !((fl)

be the set of elements with JulI curvalure, i.e.

]<o(fl) := {p E j«g) I ({p(x , y) 1 x, Y E F}) = fl}·

One can show that either l\"o(fl) = 0 or I(o(fl) is dense in f«fl).
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As a particular example, let us consider thc reducible homogcneous manifold J'Y =
CP 1 X Qm, where Qm Y OP' m+l is the non-degenerate quadric. \Vc define the line bundle

where 1rl : X -7 (PI and 1r2 : )( -7 Qm are the canonieal projections. Then

V := HOU(, Lx) = H'2 0 H'n,

where W2 := HO(CP 1J Val (1)) and H'n := HO(Qm, OO'm+l (1) IOn) are vector spaces of
dimensions 2 and n := m + 2, respectively, and

9 := HO (X·, Lx ® (lI Lx) *) = 90 EB C,

where go =s[(W2 ) EB so (Wn). Note that ~1'2 and H'n carry aga-invariant area form< , >
and a go-invariant inner product ( , ), respectively. It is easy to check that for m ~ 2, Le.
n ~ 4, the cohomology groups in (2) vanish, while

(5)

A calculation shows that A2V* ® fI contains only two suru mands isomorphie to S2(W2)
and three isomorphie to A2tl'n. After that, it is easy to obtain explicit expressions for

the elements of J«(9). As it turns out, all elements or 1\'(9) are contained in A 2 ® flo C
A2 0 g. lt follows that every torsion-free connection whose holonomy is contained in
GI(2, qSO(n, C) for n ~ 3 must be contained in SI(2, qSO(n, C).

In order to present the description of [((g), we use the identifications s[(W2) ~ S2(W2)
and so(Wn ) ~ A2Wn , given by the identities

(el e2)' e3 .- <el,e3> e2
(XIAx2)'X3 .- (Xl,X3)X2

+ <e2,e3> eI, and
(X2, X3)XI

(6)

Proposition 2.1 Let G ~ GI(V) be one oJ the representations in (1) other than
SI(2, R)SO(2, IR), and let g ~ g[(V) be its Lie algebm. For A E s[(2, C) and M E 50(n, C)
(A E s[(2,R) and NI E so(p,q), respectively), define PA+M : A2 V -7 g by

PA+M(el 0 XI, e2 ® X2):= < eI, e2 > ((Xl, x2)(A + M) + (XIA MX2 +x2A Mxt})
+ (Xl, MX2)ele2 - <AeI,e2> XtAX2·

(7)
Then PA+M E [«g), and the map

P : g -----+ 1\' (g)
A+M ~ PA+M

is a G -equivariant isomorphism.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that PA+M E J«(g) and that P is a G-equivariant

injection. lf G = SI(2, qSO(n, C) with n ~ 4, thcn the surjectivity of P follows from (5).
This implies the surjectivity of p for G = SI(2, R)SO(p, q) with p + q ~ 4 as weil.

Ir n = 3 or p +q = 3, then the surjectivity follows from a direct calculation. I
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Remark 2.2 (1) If G = 5/(2, R)SO(2, IR) then p is injective but not surjective. In fact,
dim(I«g)) = 9 > dim(g) in this case.

(2) The case G = SI(2, F)SO(3, 18') with F = R or C was treated in [es], where this
representation was called J112 .

Note that the twistor approach from above does not work for n = 3; indeed, the

cohomology ffi (.IY, Lx ® S2 (J 1Lxr) f= 0, thus (2) is not satisfied. Neverthe

Iess, it follows from the results in [eS] that every Legendre moduli space with
.IY ~ CIr I X QI ~ Cf't X CP 1 and Lx as above, Le. Lx ~ 0(1,2), does carry
an induced torsion-free connection. This shows, in particular, that (2) is not a nec
essary condition for the existence of torsion-frce induced connections on a Legend re
mod uli space (cf. [NI]).

(3) If A, M =I 0 then PA+M is surjective. Thus, for thc representations in (1), 1(0(g) ~
!( (g) is open dense.

By (3), it follows that if there exists a holomorphic torsion-free affine connection V
with "generic" curvature tensor, then its holonomy will be the full group 51(2, qSO(n, C).

If (Y, L) is a camplex contact manifold containing .IY = CP 1 X Qm aB a Legendre
submanifold, then the latter is stable under arbitrary holomorphic dcformations of thc
contact structure on Y. Therefore, one possible way to prove the existence of thc required
halomorphic affine connections is to use the Kodaira deformation theory [K] ta construct
a sufficiently "gencric" contact manifold Y.

We shall, however, use a different method for the existence proof, which will be pre
sented in the following section.

3 Construction of torsion-free connections

Let us briefly recall the defl nition and basic properties of a Poisson mfLnifold. For a more
detailed exposition, see e.g. [LM] or [V].

Definition 3.1 A Poisson structufC on (I differentiable manifold P tS abilinear map,
called the Poisson bracket

satisJying the following identities:

(i) the bracket is skew-symmetric:

{f, g} = -{g, f},

(ii) the bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity:

{f, {g, h} } + {g, {h, f} }+ {h, {f, 9 }} =0,

(iii) the bracket is a derivation in each oJ its arguments:

{f,gh} = {f,g}h+g{f,h}.
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It is well-known that on every Poisson manifold (P, { , }), there cxists a unique smooth
bivector field A E r(p, A2TP) such that the Poisson bracket is given by

{l, g} = A(d/, dg).

We define the homomorphism A# : T* P -7 T P by the equation

The half-mnk al pEP of thc Poisson structurc is the smallest integer r such that

Ar +1 (p) = 0,

(8)

(9)

and the rank at pEP is twice the half-rank. It follows that thc rank at P equals the
rank of At : T; P -7 TpP. The Poisson structure is called non-degenerate at p if At is
an isomorphism, Le. if the rank at p equals the dimension of P. In particular, if P is
non-degencrate at a point then P must be even dimensional, and the set of non-degenerate
points is open in P. If P is non-degenerate everywhere, then there is a natural symplectie
2-form a on P such that A# is preeisely the indcx-raising map associated to a. In fact, it
is weil known that symplectic structures are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with
non-degenerate Poisson structures.

Thc chamcteristic fie/d of the Poisson structure is thc su bset of T P givcn by

Thus, the dimension of ep equals the rank at p. A chamcteristic leal E ~ P is a
submanifold for which TpE = Cp for all p E E. F'rom (9), it follows that thc set of
functions which vanish on E form a Poisson ideal; henee there is a naturally induced
Poisson structure on E. Clearly, this Poisson structure on :E is non-degenerate. Thus it
follows that every characteristic leaf 0/ a Poisson nwnifold carries a natural symplectic
structure.

Definition 3.2 Let (P, { , }) be a Poisson maniJold. A symplectic realization 0/ P is a
symplectic maniJold (5, a) and a submersion

1r:S--+P

which is compatible with the Poisson struetures, i.e.

{1r*(/),1r*(g)}s = 1r*({/,g}) for aU /,g E COO(P, IR),

where the Poisson bmcket { , }S on S is induced by the symplectic structure.

(10)

Proposition 3.3 // Po E P has locally constant rank, i.c. the rank is eonstant on an open
neighborhood U of Po, then there is a local symplectic realization at Po, i. e. a sympleetic
realization 1r : S --+ U' with Po E U' ~ U.
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Proof. By Darboux's Theorem, there exists a local coordinate system (pi, qi, tO!),
i = 1, ... , r, 0' = 1, ... , s, in a neighborhood U of Po such that the Poisson bracket is
given by

Let S := U X RB with coordinates UO! on RB. Define the symplectic 2-form
Cf := dpi 1\ dqi + dta 1\ duo on S. Then it is easily verified that the natural projection
1r : S -7 U is a symplectic realization of U. I

We now turn to the construction of torsion-free connections via Poisson structllres.
First of all, let us set up some notation.

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, 9 ~ g[(V) a Lie sub-algebra, and let
G ~ Gl(V) be the corresponding connected Lie group. G acts canonically on V, and on
9 via the adjoint representation. This induces G-actions on all tensor powers and direct
sums of g and V which we will call the cr.&nonical action of G on these spaces.

Recall that the curvature space J«g) is defined by the exact sequence

where the latter map is the composition of the inclusion and the skew-symrnetrization
map 1\.2V* @ g -7 1\2\1* @ V* @ V -7 A3\1* @ 17 . Likewise, wc dcnne the 2nd curvature

space [(I (g) by thc exact sequence

where again , the latter map is given by the composition of an inclusion and skew
syrnmetrization, namcly V* 0 [((g) -7 V* 0 A2 V* 0 9 -7 A3V* 0 g. In othcl' words,
K (g) and fit (g) consist of those linear maps A2\1 -7 g and V -7 J( (g) which satisfy the
1st and 2nd Bianchi identity, respectively.

Let W := g E& V. Denote elements of g and V by A, B, ... and x, y, ..., respcctivcly,
and elements of W by w, w', .... We may regard vV as the semi-direct product of Lie
algebras, Le. we define a Lie algebra structure on ~V by the equation

[A +X, B + y] := [A, B] +A· y - B· x.

It is well-known [LM] that this induccs a natural Poisson structure on the dual space W*.
Now, we wish to perturb this Poisson structure. For this, we need the

Definition 3.4 A Coo-map 4> : g* -7 A2V* is called admissible ij

(i) 4> is G-equivariant,

(ii) d4>(p) E J{(g) ~ A2V* ® g for all pE g*.

In order for condition (ii) to make sense, we use the natural identification T;g* ~ g. Now,
the following important observation is easily provcn.
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Proposition 3.5 Let V, 9 ~ g[(V), Wand J«(g) as above, and let 4> : g* --T A2\7* be an
admissible map. Let tI> := 4> 0 pr, where pr : vV" --T g" is the natural projection. Then the
Jollowing bracket on W" is Poisson:

{I, 9}(p) := p([A + x, B +V]) + <J>(p) (x, y).

Here, dIp = A + x and dgp = B + y are the decomposit.ions 0/ dfp, dgp E T;vV" ~ W.

(11)

Note that for 4> = 0, we simply obtain thc Poisson structure induced by the Lie algebra
structure on W.

Let us now consider a Poisson structure on W* induced by an admissible map
4> : g* --T A2V*. Let 1T : S --T U be a symplectie realization of the open subset U ~ W*.
For each w E W, we define the veetor fields

and

~w := #(1r"(w)) E X(S),

where w E W ~ T*i11* is regarded aB a I-form on W*. Since 1T preserves the Poisson
strueture (10), we have

(12)

In eontrast to the map W I-T 1]w, the map W I-T ~w is pointwise injeetive. Thus,
€ := {€w I 10 E W} ~ TS is a distribution on S whose rank equals the dimension of
i11. For the bracket relations, we eomputc

[EA, EB] E[A,B]

[EA, Ex] = EA.x
[Ex, Ey](s) = Ed<1l(p)(x,y) wherc p =1r(s).

(13)

This implies, of course, that the distribution Eon S is integrable. Moreover, the first
equation in (13) implies that the flow along the vector fields EA indtlces a Ioeal G-action
on S. Let F ~ S be a maximal integral leaf of E. Clearly, F is G-invariant, and we can
define a W-valued coframe B+w on P, whcre Banel w take values in \7 anel g, respectively,

by the equation

V s = E(w+O)(v,) (s), all v" E T"F.

The equations dual to (13) then read

dB =
dw

-w 1\ B
-w 1\ W - 1T*(d<I» 0 (B /\ B).

(14)

Here, d<I> is regarded as a map with values in /«(g) ~ 1\2\7* 0 g.

After shrinking Sand U if necessary, we may assume that M := PJG is a maniJold.
,From (14) it follows that thcre is a unique torsion-frcc eonneetion on M and a uniquc

immersion z : P '---+ ~v into the \I-valued eoframe bundle ~v of M such that () = z* (~)

and w = t*(~), where f!.. and ~ are the tautological alld the eonncetion I-form on J'V,
respectively. Clearly, the holonomy of this conneetioll is containcd in G.
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Definition 3.6 Let cP : g* --+ A 2 \1* be an admissible map. Then a torsion-free connection
which is obtained from the above constrtlction is called a Poisson connection induced by

cP·

We then get the following result.

Theorem 3.7 Let V, g ~ g[(V) and I«g) be as bef01'€, and let J\"o(g) ~ I«(g) be as in
(4). Consider an admissible map cf; : g" --+ A2V*. Furthermore, suppose t.hat

Then there exist Poisson connections induced by cP whose holonomy representations are
equivalent to g. Moreover, ij cPluo is not affine, then not all 0/ these connections are locally
symmetric.

Proof. Let ureg ~ UD $ V" ~ Hf* be the subset of points for which the rank is locally
constant. By upper semi-continuity of the rank} ureg is open dense in Uo E& V*.

Now Proposition 3.3 implies that thcre are symplectic realizations 7r : S -+ U, with
open U ~ ureg ~ W*. Then the above construction prod uces Poisson connections ind llced
by cf; on some manifold M = PIC. By (4), (14) and the Ambrose-Singer Ilolonomy
Theorem [AS), the holonomy of this conncction equals g.

To show the last part, let us assurne that all connections which arise in this way are
locally symmetrie. Let w := (p) q) E ureg with p E Vo, q E \1*. Then we may choose

the symplectic realization 11'" : S --+ U and F ~ U such that w E 7r(F). It is then easy
to show by (14) that the corresponding connection on ]v[ := F10 is locally symmetrie iff

..ee% (7l'"* (d4») = 0 for all x E V. By (12) and because 7l'" is asn bmersion, this is eq uivalent to

..etJ%(d<I» = 0 for aU x E V, or ..epr.(tJ%) (dcP) = 0 for all x E V. But now an easy calculation
shows that for all A E g,

where J : \1* 0 V -+ g* is the natural projection. Thus, by our assumption, it follows that

..eJ(q0 x ) (dcP)p = 0 for aU xE \f, (p,q) E ureg
.

By density of ureg
, this equation holds for all p E UD, q E V*, and since J is surjective} it

follows that

r.cAdcP)p = 0 f0 r all Q' E 9*, ]J E V0 ,

Le. dcf;luo is constant, hence cPluo is affine. I

By Theorem 3.7 it will sufficc to address the qucstion of existence of admissible maps
cP in order to construct connections with prescribed holonomy.

Define the k-th jet space of g by

where both are regarded as subspaces of Sk-l (g)0g0A2V*. Suppose therc is aC-invariant
element cPk E Jk(g). If we regard cPk as a polynomial map of degrec k, cPk : g* --+ ;\2l/",
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then it follows that </>k is admissible. Conversely, given an analytic map </> : g* ~ A2V*
with analytic expansion at 0 E g*

</> = </>0 + </>1 + ... ,

then it is straightforward to show that 4> is admissible iff all epk are, iff <Pk E Jk(g)G.

Consider an element ep2 E J2(g)G. On the one hand, we may regard </>2 as an element of
g0 J( (g), on the other hand, it is easy to verify that also </;2 E \7 (1K1(g) ~ \7 (1 \7* (1 K (g).
Thus, by the natural contractions, ep2 induces G-equivariant linear maps

---+ J( (g)
---+ }<.") (g). (15)

We shall now demonstrate the existence of torsion-free connections with prescribed
holonomy.

Theorem 3.8 Let G ~ GI(V) be one 0/ lhe /ollowing representations:

(i) For F = IR. 07' C j G = SI(2, F) acting on the space V3 ~ F[x, y] 0/ homogeneotJ,s
polynomials in x and y 01 degree 3,

(ii) Gny 0/ the representations in (1).

Then there is aG-invariant 2-/orm a E A2\7* 10hich is unique Hp to a scalar. Also,
J2 (g) is one-dimensional and acted on tnvial/y by G. The generic Poisson conneetion
indticed by the admissible map

4> = ep2 + ca, (16)

with 0 f:. </>2 E J2(g) and some constant c, has Jull holonomy G and is not locally symmet
nc.

This shows, in particular, that the reprcsentations in (1) do occur as holonomy repre
sentations, and hence proves Theorem 1.1. Also, thc reprcsentation in (i) is prccisely thc
representation JI3 whieh has already been shown to oeellf as an exotie holonomy in [Br3].

Proof. We shall present the proof for the representations in (ii) only. In this ease, the
G-invariant sympleetie form is

where, as before, < , > and ( , ) denote the area form on 1F2 and the inner prodllet on
r, rcspeetively, with F = IR or C. Wo shall idcntify 9 and g* via the Killing form B Oll

g, given by

Here, onee again wc used the identifieations sl(r-) :::' S2(r) and so(F) ~ A2 r [rom
(6). Now from the explicit description of J«g) in Proposition 2.1 it is straightforward

11



to show that J2(fl) = (fl'9 f( (fl)) n (S2 (fl) '9 A2 \I) is ooe-dimensional and spanned by the
element ep2 I given by

ep2(A I + MI1 A 2 + M 21 EI '9 Xl, €2 '9 X2) :=
a(el '9 Xl, e2 '9 x2)(B(A I + Ail , A2+ A12))
-(B(A I , ele2)B(M21 XIA X2) + B(A2,ele2)B(MI1 Xl 1\ X2))
+ <el,e2> ((MIXI1M2X2) + (M I X21 NhxI)).

(17)
The isomorphism p from (7) then coincides with the map ep~ : g* --t !((g) [rom (15),

again after identifyiog g and fl* via the Killing form B. 1Yloreover, by (3) in Remark 2.2,
!(o(fl) ~ !((fl) is open dense. Then Theorem 3.7 completes the proof. I

We can show even more. Namely, surprisingly cnough, the converse of Theorem 3.8 is
true:

Theorem 3.9 Let G ~ Gl(V) be one oJ the reprcselltations in Theorem 3.8 olher than
SI (2, R)SO(2, R). Then all torsion-Jree affine connections whose holonomy is contained
in Gare Poisson connections induced by the ndmissible maps (16).

This will follow immediately from the next Theorem, together with thc explicit de
scription of the spaces J2 (fI) in each case.

Theorem 3.10 Let G ~ GI(V) and fl ~ g[(V) be as beJm'e. Suppose lhe Jollowing condi
tions are satisfied:

(i) G is connected, reductive and acts irreducibly on V,

(ii) there is a cP2 E J 2(g)G such that the corresponding G-equivariant maps cP~ and </>~

from (15) are isomorphisms.

Then every torsion-free affine connection whose holonomy is contained in G is a Poisson
connection induced by a polynomial map

with </>2 E J 2(fl) from above and a (possibly vanishing) G-invnriant 2-Jorm T E A2V*.

For the proof, we shall need thc following Lemma whosc proof will be givcll in the
appendix.

Lemma 3.11 Let G ~ GI(\I) be an irreducible representation oJ a connected, reductive
Lie group G, and let g ~ g[(V) be the corresponding Lie algebm. IJ T E V· '9 V· satisfies
the condition

T (x l A . y) = T (y, A . x) for all x, y E V and A E 9,

then T is skew-symmetric nnd hence aG-invariant 2-Jorm,

12



Proof of Theorem. Let F ~ J'v be a G-structurc on the manifold M where J'v ---7 M
is the V-valued coframe bundle of M , and denote the tautological V-valued I-form on F
by B. Suppose that F is equipped with a torsion-frce connection, i.e. a g-valued I-form w

on F. Since q,~ is an isomorphism , the first and second structure equations read

dB = -w AB
dw = -w A w - 2(q,~(a)) 0 (0 A 0),

(18)

where a : F ---7 g* is a G-equivariant map. Differentiating (18) and using that q,~ is an
isomorphism yields the third stroeture equation for the differentia,} of a:

da = -w . a +J(b 0 0), (19)

for same G-equivariant map b : F ---7 \7*, where J : V* 0 V ---7 g* is the natural projection.
The multiplication in the first term refers to the coadjoint action of 9 on g*. Jnother
words, (19) should be read as

(~Aa) (B) = a([A , BJ)
(~xa)(B) b(B· x).

Let us define the map c : F ---7 V* 0 V* by

Differentiation of (19) yields

cp(x, Ay) = cp(y, Ax) ror all x, y E V and all A E g.

(20)

(21)

Then by (i), (21) and Lemma 3.11 wo concludc that cp E i\zV* is G-invariant. MOl'eOVCI',
differentiation of (20) implies that ~A (c) = 0 and (~xc)(y, z) = (~yc)(x, z) for all A E 9
and x, V, z E V. Since c is skew-symmetric, it follows that

dc = 0,

i.e. cp ::= T E AZV* is COHstant. Thus, the G-equivariance of band (20) yield

db = -w . b + (a;--.J4>2 +T) 0 B, (22)

where --.J refers to the contraction of a~ E 52(g*) with 4>2 E 5 Z(g) 0A2V*. In other words,
(22) should be read as

(~Ab)(y) = b(A· y)
(~xb)p(Y) = 4>z(ap , B p, x, y) + T(X , V)·

Let us now define the Poisson structure on W* = g* $ \f* induced by 1> := 1>z + T,

and let 1r := a + b : F ---7 W*. From (19) and (22) it follows that 1r.(~w) = 1]w for all
w E W, and from there one can show that, at least locally, the connection is indeed a
Poisson connection induced by 1>. I

From the complete characterization in Theorem 3.9, we can dcduce the following
properties which summarize our discussion so rar:

13



Corollary 3.12 Let NI be a manifold tvhich carries a torsion-free connection whose ho
lonomy is contained in one 0/ the groups G ~ Gl(\f) from Theorem 3.8 other than
Sl(2, R)SO(2, R), and let <p = <h. + ca be the admissible map which induces this con~

nection. Then we have the following.

(1) The connection is analytic.

(2) The map 11'" := a +b : F -t W* has constant evcn mnk 2k w/u'ch we shall call the

rank of the connection. k = °iff the connection is flat.

(3) 1I'"(F) is contained in a 2k-dimensional chamcteristic [caf E of the Poisson structure

on W* induced by <p. In particular, 11'" : F ---7 E is a submersion onto its image.

(4) Conversely, given a characteristic leaf E ~ l'V* of maximal mnk, then E can be
covered by open neighborhoods {Ver} such that tllere are Poisson connections with

rr(Fer ) = Ver'

(5) Let s ~ X(F) bc the Lie (llgebra of infinitesimal symmetries of the connection, i.e.
those vector fields whose flows preserve the connection. Then dim(s) = dim(lV*) 
2k. In particular, if n == 0, 1 mod 4 then dim(s) > 0.

(6) The moduli space of torsion-free connections with any of the above holononties is
finite dimensional. In particular, the 2nd derivative 0/ the curvature at a single
point in M completcly determines ihe connection on all 01 A1.

Proof. (2) and (3) follow from thc identity 1I'"*(~w) = 17w' (1) and (4) are clear from the
construction of the Poisson connections and the analyticity of <p, whereas (6) follows from
the structure equations in the proof of Theorem 3.10.

To show (5), let f : W* -+ IF' be a function which vanishes on E = rr(F). Then it is easy
to see that #rr*(df) is an infinitesimal symmetry. Jt follows that dim(s) ~ di7n(lV*) - 2k.

On the other hand, if .X E s then rr*( ...Y) = 0, hence dim(s) ::; dim(W*) - 2k. I

Of course, (4) is not an optimal statement. One would like to show that there are
connections such that rr( F) is an entire char'acter1stic leaf. Also, our method docs not
prove the existence of connections whose rank is not maximal. The difficulty is that, in
general, one cannot expect to have a global symplcctie realization rr : S -t Hl*. In fact,
eyen if we rest riet to the subset w reg

~ lV* whcre the Poisson structure has maximal
rank, then the obstruction for the existence of aglobai symplectic rcalization is giyen by
a c1ass in IJ;el (wreg, F), where F is the foliation by syrnplectic leafs [V].

Also, (5) is not an optimal statement either. Namely, as was shown in [es], if 11. = 3
then the dimension of the Lie algebra.5 of infinitesimal symmetries is at least 2. In fact,
it seems likely that dim(s) > °in any dimension, eyen though we do not haYe a proof of
this assertion.

For H 3-connections , all statements in Corollary 3.12 haye been shown in [Br3] by
MAPLE calculations. The same kind of calculations was used in [eS] to prove Corol
lary 3.12 for n = 3. Our current approach, however , seems more conceptual. In fact,
it was a deeper understanding of the structure of H 3-connections which led HS to thc
construction of Poisson connections presented in this paper.
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There is another global result whose anaJogue for 113-conncctions has been demon
strated in [Sc]:

Theorem 3.13 Let M be a manifold which eames Cl torsion-/ree eonnection whose holo
nomy is eontained in one 01 the groups G ~ GI(\7) from (1) other than SI(2, IR)SO(n, IR).
Then M is geodesieally incomplete, unless the eauneetion is loeally symmetrie. 11 the
latter is the case, then the holonomy is a proper subgroup of G.

Proof. The holonomy of a locally symmetrie connection must leave the cllrvatllre ten
sor invariant. Since 1((g) does not contain any nOH-zero G-invariant element, the last
statement folIows.

Throughout this proof, we shall use the same notations anel identifications as in the
proof of Theorem 3.8. In particular, whenever it is convenient we shall rcgard a as a
g-valued form, and write ap = Ap + M p with Ap E s[(2, F) and Alp E so(n ,F).

M is geodesically complete iff the vector fields ~x E X(F) are complete for all x E \7,

and we shall assume this from now on. To prove thc Theorem, we have to show that the
eonneetion is locally symmetrie, which is the case iff b == O. If M p == 0 then (19) implies
that b == O. Thus, we assurne that at some Po E F, AlPe :/ 0 and b Po :/ 0 anel shall deduee
a contradiction.

Let N := {y E r I (y, y) = O}. By the indefiniteness of ( , ), N spans alt of yn.
Therefore, bPo (eI 0 y) :/ 0 for some el E y2, YEN. Let v := (A1po • y, Mpo • V). If lF' = IR
and ( , ) has signature (1, n - 1), then it follows that v ::; 0. Thercfore, after possibly
replacing ( , ) by its negative, we may assume that v 2:: °and, if F = IR, the signature is
(p,q) with p> 1. It follows that thore is a basis {Xl", "X n-2,y,Z} ofr and el,e2 E F2
such that the following hold:

(Xi, Xi) = o{Ci with ci = ±1, Cl = 1,
(Xi, y) = (Xi, Z) = (V, y) = (Z, Z) = 0, (y, Z) = 1, (23)

< el, e2 >= 1, (Alpo' V, MPo . V) ~ 0, alld b Po (eI '9 y) :/ 0.

Now, let us define

and the functions

j.(p) := ap(Ao), f2(p):= ap(Mo) anel g(p):= -2bp(el 0 v)·

From (17), (19), (22) and (23) we calculate

~dfl) = ~2(f2) = 0, ~df2) = ~2(fd = g,
~l (g) = 2!If2, and ~2(g) =4(Mp • Y, Mp • V)·

(Mp' Y, Mp . y) = LEi(Mp' y, Xi)2 = LCi(ap(y A xd)2.
i i
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We have ap(y 1\ xt} = B(Mp, y 1\ xJ) = !f2 (p), allel from (19) and (23) we gel that
~k(ap(Y1\ Xi)) = bp((Y 1\ xd . ~k) = 0 for i > 1. Therefore,

~k (~2(g) -li) = 0 for k = 1,2.

For arbitrary constants 0 f Cl, C2 E F, define thc vector field ~ and thc functioll ! by

From (24) we compute that

(25)

€2(f) = 3CrC2~(g)

=3crcz(2clflfz +C2~2(g))

= fZ - ci ((clfl - C2!Z)Z - 3C~(~2(g) - fi)) .

By (25), €((Cl!! - czfz)Z - 3C~(€2(g) - li)) = O. It follows that along the flow line of €,
f satisfies the differential equation

(26)

where C is a constant. By the assumption of completeness, f must be a global solution of
(26). The following Lemma will be shown in the appendix.

Lemma 3.14 (i) The only holomorphic solutions 01 (26) whieh are defined on all ofe
(lre constants.

(ii) Suppose there is a real solution of (26) whieh is defined on all 01 IR.. If f07' Xo E R,
y(xo) > 0 and y'(xo) f= 0, then y"(XO) < 0.

We shall use this Lemma to get the desired contradiction. If r = C, the Lemma

implies that 3cic2g =~(/) =0, contradicting g(po) = -2b]JQ (ei 0 y) f 0.
Consider now the case F = R. From (24) and (25) we have (~2)3(fd = O. Moreover,

(€2)Z(fdpo = 4(M]JQ . Y, Mpo . y) 2:: 0 and ~2(fl)po = g(po) f= O. Thereforc, since ~z is
complete, there is a point qo on the flow line of ~2 through Po which, in addition to (23),
also satisfies 11 (qo) > 0. W.l.o.g. we assume that qo = ]Jo.

Now y(Xo) = f(po) = (eilt + 2CIC2/z)(Po) alld y"(xo) = €2(f)po = 3cicz(2clflfz +
C2€2(g))(PO)' Since fdPü) > °alld €z(g)]JQ 2:: 0 it follows that für a suitable choke of Cl, C2,
both y(xo) > °and y"(xo) ~ 0 can be achieved. But y'(xo) = g(po) f 0, hencc again, wc
get a cüntradictiOIl from the Lemma. I

lt is now clear that Theorem 1.2 is simply arestatement of parts of Corollary 3.12 alld
Theorem 3.13.
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4 Appendix

We shall now give the proof of two technical Lemmas.
Lemma 3.11 Let G ~ GI(V) be an irreducible representation oJ a connected, reductive
Lie group G, and let g ~ gl(V) be the corresponding Lie algebm. Jf r E V· (9 V· satisfies
the condition

r(x , A . y) = r(y, A . x) for all x, y E V and A E g,

then r is skew-symmetric and hence aG-invariant 2-form.

Proof. Clearly, the Lemma is invariant under complexification, hence we may assume
that G, g and V are complex. Also, if g" ~ 9 is the semi-simple part of 9, then gs acts
irreducibly on V as weIl. Thus, we may assume w.l.o.g. that g is semi-simple. Let

be a Cartan and weight space decomposition of g and \1 , respectively. \Vc shall denote
elements of t, go and V.\ by Ao, Ao and X,\, respectively. Also, we always write 0', ß, ...
for roots, whereas A, J-l, ..• stand for weights. Let Amax E t* be the maximal wcight, and

X max E V.\ma~ be a llighest weight vector.
The proof now proceeds as folIows. Given r as abovc, wo shall prove:

Step 1: if g ~ s[(2, C) and A+ J-l f:. 0, then r(x.\, x/l) = o.
Step 2: r(x)" xJ,)/-l = r(xJ" X.\)A for all A, Jt E A. In particular, r(x,\, x/l) = 0 if A, J-l

are linearly independent.
Step 3: if A, J-l are scalar multiples of Amax and A, M, A+ It f:. 0 then

r(x.\, x/l) = r(x tl , x),) = O.
Step 4: r(xmax , xo) = r(xo l X maX ) = O.
Step 5: r is skew-symmetric.

Proof oJ step 1: Supposc g ~ s[(2, C), alld V ~ Vn is thc (unique) irreducible n + 1
dimensional representation of g. Then it is an easy exercise to show that the only elements
r E V· ® V· which satisfy the above identity are r = 0 if n is even , and a multiple of the
symplectic g-invariant 2-form on V if n is odd. From this, step 1 folIows. Thc proof is
omitted.

ProoJ of step 2: r(x)" Ao' x/l) = r(x/l' Ao' x.\), hence JL(Ao)r(x.\, x tl ) = A(Ao)r(x/l 1 x.\)
for all Ao E t. This proves step 2.

ProoJ of step 3: Let A,/L be as above, and let 0' E ~ be linearly independent of Amax '
We compute r(x)" AoA-o ,x/l) = r(A_o'x tl ! Ao'x),) = 0 by step 2; indecd, A-o,x tl E Vtl - Ol
Ao . X.\ E \1),+0' and li - 0', A + 0' are linearly independent if A + JL =1= O. Likewise,
r(x),l A-oAo'x/l) = 0, and hence 0 = r(x),l [Aol A-o)·x tl ) = li([A o, A_oJ)r(x.\, x/l)' Thus,
we have Amax([Ao, A_o])r(x,"" x/l) = 0 and similarly, Amax([Ao, A_o])r(x/l' x),) = O. But
if Amax([Aol A_aJ) = 0 for all roots 0' independent of Amaxl then it follows that g must
contain 5[(2, C) as a summand, and Amax is a multiple of thc root corresponding to this

summand.
In this case, however , since the representation is faithful, it mllst be equivalent to the

action of s[(2, C) on Vn . This observation together with step 1 implies step 3.
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Proo/ 0/ step 4: The equation r(xo, xmax ) = 0 follows immediately from step 2.
Since the representation is irreducible, we have Vo = span{A_ a . Va I Q' E ~}. Thus,

in order to show step 4, we need to show

(27)

If Q' f=. Amax we have r(xmax , A_a . xa) = r(x a, A_a . xmax ) = 0 by steps 2 and 3;

indeed, A_a . Xmax E V'\maz- a and Amax - Q' ~ {O, -o}. Thus, (27) follows in this case.
Next, suppose that (}' = Amax , and let ß and xa+ß be such that X max = A_ß · xa+ß' By

irreducibility, this is always possible. Note that ß f=. 0, sinee by maximality of 0' = Amax ,
2a is not a root. Then

r(xmax , A_a . xa) = r(xa, A_aA_ß . xa+ß)
= r(xa, ([A_a, A_ß] +A_ßA_a) . xa+ß)
= r(xa+ß, [A_ a, A_ß] . xa) + r(A_a . xa+ß, A_ß . x er )

:= J + JI.

Now xa+ß E Va+ß and [A_a , A_ß] . X a E V_ß' Thus, by step 2 and the fact that 0 f=. ß it
follows that 1 = 0. For 11, we have A_a . xa+ß E Fß and A_ ß . X er E Fa - p . Now if ß is

independent of Q', step 2 implies that I I = 0. If ß = -0' then A_ß . X a E Va-ß = V2a = °
by maximality of Amax = C\', and again, I I = °follows. Thus, (27) is shown in this ease

as weil, and step 4 folIows.
Proo/ 0/ step 5: Let r"ym(x, y) := r(x, y) +r(y, x). From steps 2 through 4, it follows

that Amax + A f=. 0 implies that r(x max , x,\) = r(x'\, xmax ) = O. Also, if X-max E V-'\ma~'

then by step 2, r"ym (x max , x-max) = O.
Thus, we eonclude that r"ym (xmax,-J = O. But this is true for any choiee of Cartan

decomposition. Exploiting all possible dccompositions, wc concillde

By irreducibility, the G-orbit of X max spans all of V, and from there it follows that
r~ym = 0, henee r is skew-symmetric. I

Lemma 3.14 Consider the differential equation y" = y2 + C (26) for a constant C.

(i) The only holomorphie solutions 0/ (26) which are defined on all 0/ C are constants.

(ii) Suppose there is a real solution 0/ (26) which is deJined on all oJ R. 1J Jor Xo E IR,

y(xo) > 0 and y'(xo) f:. 0, then y"(xo) < O.

Proof. First of all , we integrate (26) to

(28)

for some constant Cl'
(i) Let y be a holomorphic solution which is an entire fllnction. Define

4>: C ---+ ClP 2

X t--+ [y (X) : y' (X) : 1].
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By (28), the image of tjJ is contained in the cubic C givcn by 3q2r-2p3-6Cpr2-3Clr3 = 0,
where p, q, rare the coordinates in CP 2.

We calculate that C is a regular curve of genus 1 if 16C3 + 9Cr f:. 0; it is a rational
curve with anode if 16C3 + gCr = 0 and C -# 0, and it is a rational curve with a cusp if
C = Cl = O.

Since im(4)) does not contain the point [0 : 1 : 0] E C, it follows that in the first case
4> maps C non-surjectivcly to a genus 1 curve. By Picard's Theorem, this implies that 4>,
and hence Y, is constant.

In the second case, we find a parametrization of C and compute that thcre must be a
function t = t(x) such that

y = fc (Cl - 4C2t2) and y' =~ (3CI - 8C2t2) t.

But this implies that either t =0 or t' = ;g: t2 - t. It is straightforward to vcrify that
the only global solutions of the latter equation are constants.

In the third case C = Cl = 0, a parametrization is given by y = 6t2
, y' = 1213 for

some entire function t. But then 12tl' = 12t3 , which again has no global non-constant
solution.

(ii) Consider a global real solution y and Xo E IR as above. After possibly replacing
y(x) by the solution y( -x) and Xo by -Xo, we may asstlffie that y'(XO) > O. If y2(xo) +c =
y"(XO) ~ 0, then elementary calculus shows that lim x -+oo y = 00. Thus, from (28), wo
have for sufficiently large x that (y')2 > ~y3, and henee

I
eontradieting y-'j > 0 for large x. Thus, yll(XO) ~ 0 is impossible.
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